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 Detecting duplicate SO posts is a manual process 
done by the maintainers and high reputation users
 Automatic solution increase the efficiency in terms 
of time and work

 Stack Overflow (SO) is one of the most 
important online platforms where users can ask 
questions regarding Software Engineering (SE) topics

1. Introduction

2. Research Question
Given a SO question pair (qi, qj), where 
qi = (titlei, bodyi, tagsi = {t1, t2, ..., tl}), 
we have to assign a label to each pair so that:
 label 1 - duplicate
 label 0 - non-duplicate

3. Approach
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 Collected using StackOverflowAPI on 24.05.2022

- 688,937 pairs and 897,592 questions - randomly extract 10.000 pairs

- To avoid bias, generate negative samples with 
1:1 ratio for each dataset

Original Dataset Experiment Dataset

4. Dataset

5. Textual information score
1. Preprocess title and body

2. Doc2Vec model for title and body embeddings

3. Classify the Embeddings

 Extract from body the code snippets and strong components

 The rest of operations: extract HTML tags, apply mapping rules, 
word tokenize, stemming

 Jaccard similarity
6. Tags score

7. Hierarchy score

8. Results

9. Conclusion and
     Future Work
 Best Configuration vs Best Baseline: 
+61.72% accuracy, +68.71% recall, +49.27% F1-score
 LR text + h_manual + tags vs LR text (best increasing
ratio): +68.83% accuracy, +68.87% recall
 Small hierarchies does not increase the score (h_mod)

 Deep hierarchies does not increase the score (h_full)
 Overall, a hierarchy between 5-10 levels, improves the 
scores (h_stat, h_manual)

 Explore more on the encoding part: TF-IDF, average 
Word2Vec, Transformers
 Explore more on the textual information models, 
use Deep Learning
 Create a specific hierarchy for SO tags, not adapting
a Github one
 Take into consideration also code snippets and strong 
annotations


